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BUSINESS PLAN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1

:// MONKI_ADIGITALWORLD :
“If selectively and rationally embraced, technology can continue to serve the sustainable and
ethical requirements of modern society, enabling ever sophisticated methods of clothing
creation, consumption, and disposal.”

– Sarah Scatturo, 2008.
(Geczy, A, & Karaminas, V (eds) (2018).

‘Monki_adigitalworld’ is a sub-brand of fashion retailer Monki. Created as a
subsidiary to the main brand Monki which is parented by H&Mgroup. ‘Monki_
adigitalworld’ will operate as a solely digital fashion product and service.
Launching with their zero-waste capsule collection; Artificial_Realities. Items
featured in this digital collection will be available to purchase as photorealistic
overlays that will be 3D digitally tailored to fit a chosen selfie or photograph
uploaded by the customer.
As digitally advanced consumers, Gen Z, and Millennials are already living
between their virtual and physical spaces. With social media influencing them to
subconsciously view clothing more as digital content for their online identities.
This digital collection proposes an alternative to how they could potentially
satisfy their desire for newness by investing in virtual clothing instead. The
innovation of using image overlays will allow consumers to update their social
media feeds with new outfits without ever purchasing a physical product.
This sustainable concept will expand on the main brands existing efforts of
promoting circular fashion. However, this investment into digitalised fashion
will allow the company to explore not only the future of fashion. But become
an early adopter of employing technologies role in potentially minimising the
industry’s environmental impact by eliminating over-supply and production of
textile samples entirely.

THE CONCEPT
2

KEY DRIVERS

subconscious satisfaction :

2.1

Despite having sufficient clothing, it could be suggested that the younger
consumer potentially has other motivations for buying into fast-fashion
frequently. Derived from Maslow’s theory; ‘The Hierarchy of Needs’, author
of ‘The Psychology of Fashion’, Carolyn Mair, stated; “As humans have
developed and their basic needs are met, they experience greater motivation
for belonging, esteem, and self-actualisation”. Acknowledging that fashion
and related products can satisfy these needs (Mair.C,2018). Whilst insinuating
satisfaction is never fully achieved. It suggests purchasing habits are inflicted
by the rush to regain a sense of fulfilment (Refinery29.com,2019).

our virtual selves:
Social Media has inevitably pressurised the desire to constantly want the
“next new thing”. With the rise of influencer marketing, in particular, users
are always submerged by the filtered lives of others (Bendoni, 2017).

Therefore, both the pressures of social media and people’s desire for satisfaction
has driven rapid consumption of throw-away fashion. This unsustainable
consumerism has significantly impacted the environment’s resources and will
continue to do so until a drastic change occurs. As the value of unused clothing
in UK wardrobes is estimated at £30 billion (Faramarzi,2019), it displays how
excessive consumers can be. Buying into more products than what is necessary.

Instagram hashtags such as ‘#OOTD’ present users with more than 219
million posts (I-d,2018). It suggests that as a community, overconsumption
is being driven because clothing is viewed more as content for our virtual
presence.
The investment into “our virtual selves” identifies how social platforms
such as Instagram is perceived more like a virtual runway of clothes users
never thought they needed. Research conducted by Nutmeg identified
the average cost of an #OOTD totalled £731.90 (Refinery29.com,2019).
This highlighting the rush social media has inflicted to obtain the latest
popularised trends.

Monki’s zero-waste digital collection aims to satisfy consumers need for
constant newness. Providing a virtual product that allows the customer to
engage with an interactive purchasing process. Not only allowing them to
engage with the brand but providing a product that allows them to share their
new updated outfit to their social media feeds. Essentially, consuming fashion
with no environmental impact.

According to an insider report on WGSN; Once an outfit has been
‘gridded’, there’s a real reluctance for shoppers to share that particular
look again (Refinery29.com,2019). This establishing how the platform has
created the impression of being seen in the same outfit more than once
as damaging to our online personas.

SERIAL RETURNERS :
On a sustainability level, accurate garment fit is a major retail issue, with sizing
issues driving return rates for online retailers. Barclaycard research uncovered
the issue of consumers deliberately over-purchasing, with 30% of shoppers
intending to return the un-wanted or ill-fitting items after trying them on at
home (salecycle.com,2020).

1 in 3

Women consider clothes to be ‘old’ after one or two wears
											
(Refinery, 2019).

This collection addresses these problems by introducing AR to view the style and
fit of the garment. Although, the actual product is non-existent in real-life. The
virtual try-on tool offers brand engagement and personalisation. Intentionally,
providing a fulfilled online shopping experience, the aim is to reinforce more
mindful purchasing. As consumers adapt to taking time to consider if the item
of clothing is guaranteed to look good. This has the potential to slow down
consumption effectively, changing consumers buying habits throughout all
fashion purchases.

Fig 1

BRAND OBJECTIVES
2.2

BRAND VALUES
2.3

environmentally engaged :
•

To slash textile waste by eliminating production of
physical product entirely.

•

To provide consumers with a sustainable
alternative to consuming new fashion trends.

The main focus of Monki_adigitalworld is to provide a sustainable alternative to consuming fashion. Taking
into consideration the environmental pollution created by the fashion industry, past and present. Monki_
adigitalworld continues to research and develop innovating solutions to effectively minimise such impact.

REDEFINING TACTILITY :
•

To promote more mindful purchasing decisions.

•

To redefine the tactility associated with fashion.

Digitally driven, Monki_adigitalworld’s second purpose is to redefine tactility associated with clothing. Providing
a product and service that closes the void between physical and digital spaces. Introducing consumers to a
creative, futuristic way of consuming clothing.

MINDFUL CONSUMPTION :
Monki_adigitalworld not only provides a fun alternative to physical fashion items. Their aim is to reinforce
change in consumer buying habits completely. Offering an interactive virtual-try on tool, it presents the
opportunity for consumers to take time to consider their purchasing decisions thoughtfully.

PRODUCT AND SERVICE
2.4

1.

3.
SCAN

DIGITAL TAILORING

QR codes will circulate within all 9 UK stores along with links
being emailed out to main brand Monkis customer list.

3D

Also, with the intent of integrating social shopping
opportunities. These QR codes will also be available for access
through Instagram’s camera tool. Enabling consumers to utilise
Instagram’s shop now feature. Which enables direct access to
the website and the purchasing process without leaving the
social media platform.

2.

Once you purchase a digital item of your choice, the team of
digital tailors working within clo3d software will render and
overlay the item to perfectly fit your individual body shape.
Our team will aim to digitally deliver your image in a variety of
formats (PDF, PNG, JPEG) within 36 hours from purchase.

4.
INTERACT
The user will be able to browse and interact with the collection,
viewing the garments in 3D.
An AR feature will provide a virtual try on tool, so the consumer
can get an idea of the fit and style on their body before
purchasing.

SHARE
Once the edited image has been received. Users are ready to
share and update their social media feeds with the new outfit.
Customers are encouraged to tag Monki in their post, using
the hashtags #futurefashion #take_ctrl.
For those who purchase the collection will also have exclusive
access to a range of filters to use on Instagram.
Further promoting Monki’s new concept and the sustainable
message behind it.

THE C0NSUMER
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CORE CONSUMER
3.1

GEN Z

GENERATION ://

-

16

AGE ://
ACORN CLASSIFICATION ://

K.34

ADOPTION PROCESS ://

INNOVATORS

-

L.38

-

MILLENIALS

28

CONSUMER VALUES
3.2

HYPER-CONNECTIVITY :
Valuing constant communication with one another throughout various social media.
They desire frictionless platforms to do so. Trying to streamline processes - making
all aspects of their lives efficient (wgsn, 2020).

D.17

EARLY ADOPTERS

individualism :
They value uniqueness, self-expression and empowerment. They prioritise brands
that innovate and allow their identity to be celebrated (wgsn,2020).
Monki has previously been a millennial-focused brand. Gen Z are the first digital natives, with their coming-of-age
Although, with their youthful aesthetic and instagrammable coinciding with the height of social media and the rise of
visual merchandising, appealing to the Gen Z consumer is online fast-fashion as well.
not a far reach.
Gen Z are already more environmentally woke. A report
In recent years the brand has begun to integrate live for Forbes stated that 62 % of Gen Z prefer to buy from
stream shopping on social media as a way of engaging sustainable brands (Forbes, 2020). As they are more
with a younger audience and retain their hyper-connected conscious of the climate crisis than their predecessors;
Millennials. It is this younger generation that is strengthening
millennials (voguebusiness,2019).
the demand for more sustainable fashion models in which
Now, Monki_adigitalworld sets out to target consumers Monki_adigitalworld represents.
within both Gen Z and Millennials. In particular, those
digitally advanced; early adopters of new technology and
creative concepts.
It is important for the new sub-brand to continue targeting
millennials, with the generation first to be introduced to
the major fast fashion retailers, which has resulted in their
quick adoption of throw-away culture. Therefore, this
new sustainable concept would challenge their un-healthy
consumerism. Introducing them to a more efficient way of
consuming trends from a brand they are already invested
in. Redefining how they perceive fast-fashion.

NEW RITUALS IN CONSUMPTION :
They regard consumption to be both an expression of individual identity and a matter
of ethical and environmental concern. They also value access over possession since
they spend most of their time interacting, consuming and learning through their
smart phone/devices (Mckinsey, 2018).

CONSUMER CHARACTERISTICS

ADOPTION THEORY

3.3

3.4

DIGITAL NATIVES :
Early adopters of technology. Always digitally consumed, they can gather information
rapidly. Equally spending their time between their virtual and physical spaces.

VALIDATION SEEKERS :

EA

RL
Y

M
AJ
OR

ITY

They are aware of the social consequences of ‘uncool’ consumption. Only posting
the highlights of their life to social media for validation (Forbes,2018).

Y
RL
EA

ADAPTIVE :

A

E
PT
O
D

RS

INNOVATORS

They are seeking innovative brands and ideas that will coincide with both their on
and offline lives. They are keen to discover new technologies and trends that will
help them curate their style and identity.

The Technology Adoption Curve: As analysed by Everett Rogers, people tend to adopt new technologies at varying rates

2.5% are innovators: These consumers have the resources, ie; smart phones and social media to be able to acknowledge and try out new
things as soon as it is released.
13.5% are early adopters: These consumers are more selective, they wait for an opinion to form by others to decide whether it would be
a worth-while investment.
Monki_a_digital_world should expect almost all consumers to fall in between these categories. It would also be beneficial to understand that
the difference between an innovator and an early adopter is similar to the difference between their Gen-Z and Millennial audience.

TRIBE - CONSUMER PROFILE

3.5

THE TECHNO-FILES :
DEFINITION:
Adapted from the term, Technophile; someone who is enthusiastic about new technology
Techno-File refers to a tribe of people within Gen Z and Millennials who are early adopters of technology, that
file their experiences and lifestyle by digital uploads to their social media platforms.

BEHAVIOUR:
They carefully curate their social media feeds, the constant updating of their day to day lives allows themselves
to not be defined through a stereotype. Enabling them to experiment with different ways of expressing their
personality online which allows them to develop their individual identities over time (Mckinsey, 2018).

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES:
The mobile mind-set:
These consumers have evolved their shopping journeys. Living through their mobile device’s they have
streamlined most aspects of their day to day lives. Online research is done before visiting physical retail to
transact. Although, many still enjoy an in-store experience. They want to be able to interact through their
phones and be in complete control at the moment of transaction.

COMPETITORS
4

DIRECT COMPETITORS - DIGITAL CLOTHING
4.1

CARLINGS

: Carlings is a Scandanavian street-wear fast fashion retailer.
: Introduced their zero-waste digital collection; ‘Neo-Ex’ in 2019.
OVERVIEW /
DETAILS

Providing a 19 piece capsule collection.
Carlings has combined their streetwear influences and gaming to create a bold, bright and graphic collection. As the brand
defines its aesthetic as; ‘video game character turned Instagram influencer’ (Paper,2019).

LAUNCH

November 2018

NO. OF DIGITAL
TAILORS
EMPLOYED

3 - 4 3D digital designers

PRICE RANGE

£9 - £30

INNOVATION

First to present a solution that cuts out production of physical garments altogether (Wgsn.com,2019).
Allows users to invest in the single-use outfits for digital content, whilst ensuring ‘zero-impact’ on the environment
(I-d,2019).
The reasonable pricing and unisex designs are allowing the collection to be attainable to many.

INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWING

MARKETING
CAMPAIGN
Fig 6-7

54.7K following

Carlings marketed the launch of their first collection alongside the campaign; ‘adDRESS_THE_FUTURE’ in collaboration with
artificial virtual influencer; Perl.www. Just like the collection ‘perl.www’ only exists digitally, the influencer modelled in a series
of photos for her instagram feed (contagious.com,2018).
Carlings also donated all revenue from the digital collection to the non-profit; WaterAid (carlings,2020).

DIRECT COMPETITORS - DIGITAL CLOTHING
ROHBAU

OVERVIEW /
DETAILS

LAUNCH

NO. OF DIGITAL
TAILORS
EMPLOYED

PRICE RANGE

INNOVATION

R_O_H_B_A_U has recently taken inspiration from Carlings digital concept. Their latest launch consists of a “super
limited digital-only hoodie” (r-o-h-b-a-u.com).
Focusing on one product item, the hoodie is available in 4 futuristic colourways and material. The brand markets
the hoodie as unisex (r-o-h-b-a-u.com).

March 2020

Non-disclosed
(Collaborated with external company)

The digital hoodie is priced at €40. Equivalent to approximately £37.

The collection was designed by Central Saint Martins alummni ASSAF REEB and created by IVA (Immersive Virtual
Apparel), a digital fashion startup based in Berlin and London.
The designs of the first collection take references from futuristic video game; Metropolis (The polished high-gloss
materials).
Their aim is to become a digital-only fashion brand. Until then, physical collections accompany the digital products.
(r-o-h-b-a-u.com).

INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWING

MARKETING
CAMPAIGN
Fig 8-9

10.5K following

No marketing campaign as of yet. However, due to recently launching, it will be useful to analyse their marketing
methods throughout the next few months.
Currently they are using the hashtag #ROHBAUDIGITAL and reposting consumers posts to circulate interest online
and within the fashion-tech community.

IN-DIRECT COMPETITORS - DIGITAL CLOTHING
THE FABRICANT

The Fabricant is an Amsterdam based digital-only fashion house. Specialising in photo-real 3D fashion design and
animation. Developing digital clothing and editorials. Dropping occasional collections.
OVERVIEW /
DETAILS

The digital ‘iridescence’ dress was the first item of digital clothing designed to be digitally fit to a persons
photograph.
The Fabricant is an in-direct competitor. Since collaborating with both sportswear and luxury retailers appose to
mass market streetwear

LAUNCH

Company founded in 2018
(iridescence digital couture dress created in 2019)

NO. OF DIGITAL
TAILORS
EMPLOYED

8-10 employees
(Small team of digital fashion design and animation visualists)

PRICE RANGE

INNOVATION

INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWING

MARKETING
CAMPAIGN

Fig 10-11

The Fabricant has collaborated with many luxury fashion brands. Where commision ay vary.
However, their digital couture dress sold for £7,500 at an auction in 2019.

The Fabricant use a technology called Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). An AI algorithm that analyses
images transferred to its dataset which randomly produces pixels to build up new designs. These computerised
designs have started to produce new silhouettes and styles never seen before (Faramarzi,2019)

61K following

The Fabricant has relied on its innovation as a way of marketing. As major fashion magazines write about their
projects. The company has benefitted from their concepts being a conversation topic within the fashion circuit.
The company also updates their blog online. Allowing both consumers and industry to engage with what creations
they are working on.

MARKET POSITIONING
4.2

EXISTING AUDIENCE
HIGH

://a_digital_world

EARLY ADOPTER

INNOVATOR

DIRECT COMPETITORS

LOW

IN-DIRECT COMPETITOR

USP
4.3

Monki_adigitalworld will be operating as the first digital clothing collection to launch within the UK
market. Although Monki’s head office is located in Sweden. This launch will be heavily marketed
for their UK consumers. As fast-fashion companies continue to expand, UK clothing consumption is
consistently rising. This gives Monki_adigital_world an opportunity to effectively change how fashion
is consumed there. Whilst diverting its market away from the close European countries where all their
competitors are currently operating.
This concept also differentiates itself from competitors by providing the virtual try on tool alongside
the digital clothing collection. Enabling brand engagement through social shopping and in-store
interactivities.

SWOT ANALYSIS
4.4
STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

•
Monki_a_digital_world will be the first digital clothing collection to
launch in the UK market.
•
Digital clothing is an un-tapped concept with limited direct competitors.
Monki_a_digital_world will be considered as one of the early adopters within
the digital fashion market.
•
Launching as a sub-brand to Monki provides an existing audience to
target. Able to take advantage of their existing mailing lists to market the new
venture pre-launch.
•
Parent company, HM group is able to provide a loan or percentage to
be able to fund the new operations.
•
The brand has an ethical and sustainable purpose to drive it forward into
being a key player in the future of sustainable fashion.
•
Low pricing allows the collection to be attainable and affordable for
most individuals.
•
Providing a virtual try-on tool alongside the digital clothing concept
differentiates them from competitors.
•
Benefit from integrating existing employees into the new sub-brand
operations who have experience and know their consumer wants and needs.
•
As a small team of new employees, no relocation or hiring of extra office
space is required.

•
Implementing the use of AR could increase engagement and in-store
walk-ins for Main brand Monki.
•
Focusing this launch in the UK could establish Monki further. Potential to
expand into additional stores across the UK.
•
Potential to expand office locations and begin operating within the UK
also.
•
With no physical production, the cost of production is low. Therefore,
the brand can afford to donate a percentage of its sales to charity at initial
launch.
•
Sustainability being the topic of conversation with fashion right now
sees many looking to new solutions like this concept, Monki will benefit from
unplanned editorials giving their opinions on the new venture.
•
Companies like Hot:Second are already starting the conversation
throughout the UK about digitalisation and its position against sustainability.
•
The outbreak of covid-19 has seen many fashion brands adapt to
digitalisation during isolation, with virtual catwalks as an alternative.
•
Post-epidemic we may see a continuous rise in the adoption of
digitalisation within fashion across consumers and the industry.

WEAKNESSES

THREATS

•

•
Operating in the Sweden Head office could be difficult to engage with
the UK market effectively.

The concept of digital clothing is still outlandish.

•
Being a new concept people have no reliable opinions on the idea
currently. Vague consumer research leaves the question whether it will be a
long-term success.
•
Limited target audience, with Monki being a female fashion brand. The
initial marketing and production has also been targeted at young females.

•
The rate of long term success cannot be measured against competitors
as they have recently launched themselves.
•
There is a potential that people will not want to spend money on a
product/service that isn’t tangible.

CONCLUSION :
The main limitation this analysis conveys is the reality of the
concept being so new. Suggesting people wanting fast fashion
may not want to pay for a product/service that isn’t tangible.
However, with sustainability being a key point in today’s fashion
industry, it is important for Monki_a_digital_world to provide
an alternative to overconsuming physical product, with the
purpose to redefine the tactility associated with fashion as the
industry evolves into digitalisation.

OPERATIONS
5

LEGAL OBLIGATIONS

LAW

DESCRIPTION

5.1

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION
REGULATION
GDPR

It is essential that customers should agree to their information being used for marketing purposes
via marketing consent tick boxes. ‘opting-in’ and ‘opting out’ of receiving news and offers from the
retailer and other third parties.
Customers must be able to ‘unsubscribe’ from any marketing communications where they have
‘opted in’.

Due to monki_adigitalworld processing orders exclusively
online. Data privacy is of high importance for the sub-brand. In
conjunction with Monki as the whole company, transparency of
how personal data is processed and protected will be detailed
within a policy setting.
Data may be shared within the H&M group. However, personal
information is never passed on, sold or swapped to any thirdparties outside of the brand in question and its parent company.
It will be important to note that since this specific product/service
introduced to Monki requires access to user’s devices ie. photo
library and links to various social media platforms. All aspects of
data collation at every stage should be enabled personally by
the individual beforehand.

CONSUMER RIGHTS
ACT 2015

Retailers who sell goods, services and even digital content must comply with the Consumer Rights
Act 2015. This requires Monki_adigitalworld to meet certain quality standards.
As indicated in the terms and conditions, Monki will provide all its customers with a re-edit of their
uploaded photo, if for any reason they are not fulfilled with their order. No additional charges will be
applied.

There are 3 main laws Monki_adigitalworld will consider
throughout the development and process of implementing this
new concept and regulate their online trading.

MARKETING AND
ADVERTISEMENT LAW

To ensure complete transparency Monki_adigitalworld is to provide accurate descriptions of all
products and/or service.
As well as being socially responsible by not promoting illegal, unsafe or anti-social behaviour on any
of their marketing platforms used to communicate with their consumers.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
5.2

prices and charges:
The prices displayed on monki_adigitalworld.com does not include a delivery charge. As no physical product
is being processed and delivered through an external postage company. All orders will be digitally delivered
to your email.
All orders placed are guaranteed digital delivery within 36 hours from purchasing. To prioritise your order,
an additional cost of £3.00 is optional at checkout. This will ensure you receive your returned image before
noon next day. Take in to consideration this will only be possible if the order was placed before 14:00 PM
(GMT).
If for any reason your order is unable to be delivered next day. Monki.com will attempt to refund the applicable
amount to the same account used to make the payment. The intention remaining to get your order sent to
you as soon as possible.

ORDERING / CONCLUSION OF CONTRACT:

WITHDRAWAL OF ORDER:
Due to the quick turn around our digital tailors strive to achieve when editing the digital product onto your
uploaded photo. Cancellation will be available to all customers within 1 hour from when the purchase was made.
Should you choose to cancel within this time frame, a refund will be issued direct to your account.
This will not generate any additional charges.

RETURNS:
Due to monki_adigitalworld providing a solely digital product. Refunds are not available on any orders. However,
if in any case the customer is not satisfied with the edited photo. They should contact our customer service team
at customerservice@monkidigital.com You can provide any issues or feedback you have to our team. The digital
tailors can then rectify the photo and redeliver to you in efficient time.

PAYMENT METHODS:

You can order via monki_adigitalworld.com.
Once you have placed your order, you will receive an email confirmation. If for any reason we are unable to
process your order, we will notify you at the earliest opportunity.

PAY LATER:
The option to pay later will be presented to you at checkout depending on your eligibility. If not you will still be
able to see Pay Now options.

DELIVERY:
Monki_adigitalworld will exercise the same diligence in accepting and processing orders as monki.com.
Our team of digital tailors will endeavour to deliver your order in accordance with your selected delivery
option.
Your digital delivery will be sent to the email provided at checkout. Presented in various formats including
PDF, JPEG and PNG exports. You will then be able to download and save the file to your device or directly
share to your social media platforms.
Before your order will be placed, you will be informed of the expected delivery details.
If your order does not get delivered to your inbox by the scheduled date. Please contact a member of our
team via email at customerservice@monkidigital.com
You may also need to contact our customer service via telephone 0343 48787781. You will then be transferred
to a member of our customer team working within the monki_adigitalworld department. (calls from a UK
landline will be at the basic national call rate – mobiles may vary, check with your provider)

*Please note that Monki cannot provide details of why you are not eligible. All queries regarding payment
should be directed to Klarna’s customer support

PEOPLE INVOLVED
5.3

NEW EMPLOYEES

Although the launch of this digital collection is offering a new concept from what Monki has previously provided. Monki_aigitalworld as a sub-brand
still needs to correlate with some of the company’s characteristics if it is to target a proportion of their existing consumers.
Therefore, it is important to integrate existing employees working within prominent roles such as buying and design teams. By relocating a selected
few existing employees to the new digital collection, it ensures he sub-brand can capture the overall aesthetic the Monki consumer has come to
know.

WHO

DIGITAL DESIGN TEAM
MANAGER

EXISTING EMPLOYEES

3D DIGITAL DESIGNER
WHO

SOURCED

WAGE

(Per annum)

HOURS

ROLE

(Per week)

ASSISTANT
BUYER

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

£25,000

37.5 hours

To liaise with the design team members and merchandisers.
Overseeing the initial design process, giving insight into the
existing aesthetic that works for their existing consumers.

DESIGN TEAM
MEMBER

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

£25,000

37.5 hours

To integrate into the new team of digital tailors, working with the
3D digital designer to produce 3D designs as specific to their initial
flat CADS and/or mood boards.

MERCHANDISER

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

£25,000

37.5 hours

MARKETING
MANAGER

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

£35,000

37.5 hours

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ADVISOR

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

£21,000

37.5 hours

To provide financial advice throughout the launch of the new
operations. Liaising with team members who are managing the
outsourcing of production on projects and collections.

To oversee the new marketing assistant/social media creator.
They will carry out planning on all marketing strategies and events
throughout the launch and campaign.

Integrated to manage the two new customer service members.
They will work as a team of 3 managing all consumer interactions
and complaints online.

DIGITAL TAILORS
3D DESIGNERS
(Team of 6)
SOCIAL MEDIA
GRAPHICS/CONTENT
CREATOR

MARKETING
ASSISTANT

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

£25,000

37.5 hours

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

FREELANCER
(own studio)

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

CUSTOMER SERVICE
(Team of 2)

MONKI
HEAD OFFICE
EMPLOYEE

ZEEKIT
AR DEVELOPER

COMMISIONED
SPECIALIST
(own studio)

(VIRTUAL-TRY ON)

IT COORDINATOR

LOCATED

WAGE

(Per annum)

£35,000

£4,720

HOURS

ROLE

37.5 hours

Head of design throughout the development and production of
the digital collections.
Acquires expertise in 3D design and will be present to oversee the
team of digital tailors working on orders daily.

(Per week)

(2 week project)

75 hours

£25,000
(per person)

£21,000

£21,000

£17,000
(per person)

£28,000

Commissioned to professionally develop the final stages of 3D
design. Working from their own studio to complete the tasks.
Liaising with head office over email to present their stages of
development and complete the critical path set.

37.5 hours

The team of digital tailors will use the rendered template designs of
each garment to overlay and digitally fit by digitally manipulating
the item using clo3d software, getting the the best fit for each
customers image.

37.5 hours

This role consists of graphic design for social media content along
with working with the marketing team to manage social media
accounts.
They will create all things creative such as geo-filters / AR filters
using the provided softwares.

37.5 hours

37.5 hours

(3 week project)

112.5 hours

A second-hand to the marketing manager. They will work together
on planning and running events and media posts throughout the
campaign.
They will also be in charge of handling paid influencers and
sponsored post planning.
Customer service in this department will focus on making sure
all orders get emailed out on time. Whilst dealing with all online
interactions and possible complaints

Commissioned to develop the virtual try-on tool for the website.
The development will take 3 weeks. Once the contract is over they
will still remain of contact if any technical issues arise and cannot
be resolved by the IT co-ordinator.

To be on hand at head office location. Keeping the site up and
running and working with outsourced AR developer if the virtual
try-on tool crashed online for instance.

ANNUAL COST OF NEW EMPLOYEES
TOTAL COST:

£276,720.00

SUB-BRAND STRUCTURE
5.4

MERCHANDISER

ASSISTANT BUYER

DIGITAL DESIGN TEAM
MANAGER

MARKETING MANAGER

MARKETING ASSISTANT
DIGITAL TAILORS

CUSTOMER ADVISOR

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT
CREATOR

CUSTOMER SERVICE
TEAM

PHOTOGRAPHER

IT COORDINATOR

ZEEKIT AR DEVELOPER

PRODUCT PRODUCTION
5.5

COLLECTION 1:

METALLIC A-LINE

SIDE STRIPE BOILER SUIT

SIGNATURE PRINT BODY SUIT

CONTRAST STITCH DENIM JACKET

STRAPPED DENIM MOM JEANS

RRP

£15.00

£25.00

£10.00

£25.00

£15.00

UNITS SOLD

3,000

8,000

5,000

8,000

6,000

TOTAL SALES

£45,000

£200,000

£50,000

£200,000

£90,000

-10% OF EACH SALE
(Charity Donation

£1.50 X 3,00 = 4,500

£2.50 X 8,000 = 20,000

£1.00 X 5,000 = 5,000

£2.50 X 8,000 = 20,000

£1.50 X 6,000 = 9,000

TOTAL

£45,00 - 4,500 = £40,500

£200,000 - 20,000 = £180,000

£50,000 - 5,000 = £45,000

£200,000 - 20,000 = £180,000

£90,000 - 9,000 = £81,000

TOTAL COST OF SALES:

£526,500.00

TOTAL COST OF PRODUCTION
5.6
K

COLLECTION 1:

METALLIC A-LINE

SIDE STRIPE BOILER SUIT

SIGNATURE PRINT BODY SUIT

CONTRAST STITCH DENIM JACKET

STRAPPED DENIM MOM JEANS

3D MODELLING

£100

£250

£120

£250

£250

MATERIAL / LIGHTING

£10

£10

£10

£10

£10

RENDERING 4 VIEW

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

ANIMATION RENDERING
360

£100

£100

£100

£100

£100

£100

£100

£100

£100

£100

COMPOSITING

£2,120.00

PRODUCTION OF DIGITALLY RENDERED DESIGNS
TOTAL COST:
COLLECTION 1
TOTAL COST OF SALES:

£526,500.00

COLLECTION 1
PROFIT

£524,380.00

Collection 2 will launch in A/W 21
Depending on the success of the campaign, it is estimated that the total cost of sales will increase by 10% for the second collection drop.
*It is also important to note that the freelance 3D designer also increased her rate to £2,600 for another 5 piece collection.

COLLECTION 2
TOTAL COST OF SALES:

£579,150.00

COLLECTION 2
PROFIT

£576,550.00

COLLECTIONS 1&2
TOTAL SALES PER ANNUM:

CLO3D SOFTWARE

£2,600.00

PRODUCTION OF DIGITALLY RENDERED DESIGNS
TOTAL COST:

COLLECTION 2:

NO. OF USERS

LICENSE TYPE

PRICE PER ANNUM

7 USERS THROUGHOUT MONKI_ADIGITALWORLD

BUSINESS
NETWORK: 1 ID = MULTI USER

£438 (VAT included)
BILLED ANNUALLY

BENEFITS

£524,380.00
£576,550.00 +
=

1,100,930

G

MARKETING CAMPAIGN & COSTS
5.7

SOCIAL MEDIA COSTS
MEDIA

: MONKI_ADIGITALWORLD //: TAKE_CTRL
The launch of the digital collection will coincide with a cause marketing campaign; #TAKE_CTRL. The campaign will focus on the sustainability aspect
of Monki_adigitalworlds zero-waste clothing concept. The purpose is to raise awareness of the detrimental impacts overconsumption is generating
throughout the textile industry. Whilst also, considering the brands objective of promoting an effective change towards more mindful consumerism.
The collection will also collaborate with textile reuse charity, TRAID. a UK based charity reducing waste and consumption by funding international
development projects to improve working practices in the industry and educating people of all ages how to make more sustainable choices.

DURATION

COST

NOTES

B

SPONSORED POSTS

SPONSORED POST 1
S/S launch

Instagram

2 Weeks

£180

£6 per 1,000
Reach: 30,000

SPONSORED POST 2

Instagram

1 month

£360

Reach: 60,000

Instagram

2 days

£60

Reach: 10,000
Posted 2 days before pop-up event
as promotion

Instagram

2 Weeks

£ £540

Reach: 90,000

Instagram

1 post

£ £10,000

1P Per follower
Reach: 1M

As previously stated; 10% of every item sold within the collection will be donated to TRAID.

SPONSORED POST 3

MESSAGE
Take ctrl of your wardrobe.
Understand how overconsumption is negatively effecting the environment. Be more conscious in your buying behaviour.
Re-define how you consume clothing trends by adopting sustainable solutions.

MARKET
Marketing strategies will mainly take place across social media platforms. Due to the nature of the concept already targeting hyper-connected
individuals. The best way to create word of mouth and engage fully with the right audience is by targeted, sponsored posts across main platform,
Instagram.

SPONSORED POST 4
A/W launch

PAID PARTNERSHIPS

LISSY RODDY

£

MEDIA

VENETIA FALCONER

Instagram

1 post

£750

Reach: 75K

LUCY WILLIAMS

Instagram

1 post

£4,620

Reach: 462K

Sponsored posts: Within social media platform; Instagram. Releasing posts to bring attention to the launch of the collection initially.

Continued then throughout the campaign multiple posts will be released to provide information to the cause that is textile pollution and overconsumption,
and Monki_a_digital_worlds collaboration with TRAID charity.

Paid Partnerships: Commissioning a handful of UK influencers who are typically interesting in promoting fashion trends, who also have a desire to be
more ethical themselves. They are typically the influencers the targeted consumer market follow for style inspiration.
Direct Mailing: Used initially at pre-launch. Taking advantage of the main brand Monki’s existing consumer database will allow Monki_a_digital_world

to engage with a large audience before the collection drops.

DIRECT MAILING

FREE

SC FILTERS

FREE

DIGITAL BILLBOARDS

Geo-Filters and AR filters: Various custom designed filters will be available promoting the brand and concept throughout the run of the 12 months.
Available to access at all 9 UK stores and associated events.

DIGITAL BILLBOARDS

LOCATIONS

DURATION

COST

NOTES

London
Birmingham
Manchster

2 Weeks

£1,800

£300 per week
£600 x 3 locations

TOTAL MARKETING COSTS:

£18,310.00

MARKETING OPERATIONS & COSTS
5.8

POP-UP EVENT
OVERVIEW:

POP UP EVENT COSTS

CATEGORY

WHO

COMPANY

EVENT SPACE HIRE

NOHO STUDIOS
LONDON

EMPLOYEE
ACCOMODATION

TREEHOUSE HOTEL
LONDON

FLIGHTS

N/A

PHOTOGRAPHER

SOURCED
(PEOPLE PER HOUR)

COST

NOTES

£3500

9am - 6pm

EXPEDIA

£160 TWIN-ROOM
£180 SINGLE
2 Nights = £680

3 employees will be
travelling from Sweden to
London to run the event

EASY JET

3 RETURN FLIGHTS
£255

BOOKED THROUGH
BOOKED THROUGH
HIRESPACE

As part of the promotional campaign Monki_a_digital_world will hold a Pop-Up event in London.
The purpose of the event is to provide a digital experience that will engage potential consumers with
the brands new concept.
The charity TRAID will also have a station inside. Where attendees have the opportunity to upcycle old
clothing or donate their clothes for a free digital product.

MONKI EMPLOYEES INVOLVED
-Marketing Manager
-Marketing Assistant
-1 Digital Tailor

COMPANIES INVOLVED
-TRAID Charity

FIXTURES AND
FITTINGS

SELFIE MUSEUM
LONDON

£90 PER HOUR
90 x 5
£450

SELFIE MUSEUM
LONDON

£1,000

-The selfie museum, London

DETAILS
The selfie museum will be providingg backdrops and fixtures, where attendees are
encouraged to take insta-worthy photos with a professional photographer.
A digital tailor will be on-site to edit peoples images at the event, so people have
something to take away from the day.
Workshops will be carried out by members of the team at TRAID, educating and
encouraging upcycled fashion and embracing what your wardrobe currently has to
offer.

Providing instagrammable
backgrounds and design
features

TABLES/STATIONS

NOHO STUDIOS

NOHO STUDIOS

£0

Tables, seating and work
stations were available at
the space

UP CYCLING STATION

TRAID
CHARITY

TRAID
CHARITY

£0

Traid provided all
equiptment needed to run
their station

TOTAL POP-UP EVENT COSTS :

£5,885.00

FINANCIAL BACKGROUND
6

CASH FLOW TABLE
6.1

FUNDING :
Parent company HM Group provided an £80,000 investment into Monki_a_digital_world as part of one
of their sustainable solutions for 2021. Being a conscious company throughout. HM supports the concept
and the efforts to avert overconsumption.
This initial start-up cost is essential to be able to commission AR developers and freelance designers in
order to get the website up and running by launch day. Along with being able to pay the work force for
the two months leading up to the collection drop.

MARKETING STRATEGY
7

W

DIGITAL BILLBOARDS

PRE-LAUNCH
SPRING/SUMMER
COLLECTION LAUNCH

Main brand Monki will
introduce the new
sub-brand on their
instagram stories and
posts.

The First Sponsored Post

JANUARY

01

LISSY RODDY
PAID PARTNERSHIP

Social Media Posts of the
marketing campaign video will
be released.

Begin releasing direct
emailing to Monki’s
existing consumer
database, providing
consummers with
relevant details so they
can expect to keep an
eye out for the launch.

FEBRUARY

PRE-LAUNCH
A focus on promoting
Monki_a_digital_world’s
brand values, aesthetic
and purpose across social
media.
Introducing the concept
of a zero-waste digital
collection. With a heavy
focus on showcasing the
sustainble solutions being
provided.

03

04
APRIL

MAY

05

Follow up emails to those who
have already purchased from
Monki_a_digitalworld at the
first launch will be contacted,
reminding them to check out
the second collection too.

06
JUNE

DIRECT MAILING

POP UP EVENT

Direct mailing will continue
throughout the course of the
launch and campaign.

The Pop-Up event will
coincide with

In addition to targetting
consumers. Press releases
will be sent out to editorial
magazines, Dezeen, ID etc.

Geo filters will be
available to access on
snapchat throughout the
year at main events such
as the Pop-Up along with
in store, acorss all 9 Uk
locations

RETENTION EMAILS

With a total reach of 1 Million
followers it is essential Lissy
knows all aspects regarding
Monki’s ethical values and key
benefits and solutions investing
into digital clothing as an
alternative will have on the
environment.

The opportunity to promote the
AR tool will be a focus across
posts and stories at this time

02

GEO FILTERS

Strategically just before
the launch of the second
collection.

Lissy will be the first influencer to
promote Monki_a_digitalworld.

The launch of the new extension
to the website will allow people
to get to know the brand more
by the detailed information
provided online.

MARCH

Digital billboards throughout
the 3 main cities within
the UK will be run for the
duration of 3 weeks.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT
DAY
JUNE 2021
Collaborating with TRAID
charity at the event will be a
vital promotional opportunity
for both companies, to share
the event via video across
all social media stories will
raise further awareness of the
cause.

JULY

07

08
AUGUST

AUTUMN/WINTER
COLLECTION DROP
Another paid partnership will
run directly with the release
of the second collection.
Taking advantage of the
traffic towards the site
directed form the influencer
post, it woud be beneficial
to launch at the same time

SEPTEMBER

09

10

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

11

12

DECEMBER

SOCIAL MEDIA UPDATES

AR FILTERS

Regular posts will be uploaded
consistantly.

Instagram will be used
as the main media
platform.
Therefore, AR filters will
be available to search
on the app under
‘Digital by Monki’
throughout the year.

A focus on re-posting customers
images as a way to engage and
interact with the target audience
virtually.
By staying active and offering
promotions or uploading from
tagged posts will create a sense
of community between both the
consumers and the brand.

FUTURE GROWTH STRATEGY
8

Once established as an early adopter of digital clothing. Monki_a_digital_world could continue to
innovate within the market sector. To begin launching more regular collections will allow the brand to
succeed in routinely providing their loyal consumers with alternatives to physical fast fashion items.
The potential for expansion throughout the UK could be possible if brand engagement increases
throughout the run of the campaign that has been heavily marketed there. With 9 UK stores currently
located within the major cities, store expansion could be something to look into. In addition, integrating
operations to the UK could be beneficial in the long term also.

In terms of marketing strategies and further promotion, Gamification could be something for the brand
to consider. Collaborating with gaming platforms and video games would expand their audience into
not only fashion but the virtual world of gaming. Closing the void between physical and digital spaces
as digitalisation continues to evolve within the industry.
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